
NEUTRALITY
Major powers are considered neutral unless at War with another Major power. (even if at war with a Minor power)
Minor Powers are considered Neutral unless they are Aligned with a Major Power. (Even if at war)
No Power may enter or fly over any other Country Unless it is Aligned to it.
Or war will be Initiated with it, unless already at war with the Power either Major or Minor.

CONTROL
Control is between Neutral and Aligned status. Giving the Controller limited decision making Authority over the Controlled
Minor power. Controlled Minor powers turn is at the same turn as the Controlling Major Power.
The Major Power that Controls a Minor may: a) Roll for its units and select casualties. b) Move its units in its home country
and at sea. c) Use its income and factories for its own production.
A Controlled Minor may not initiate war with any nation.
Control is given to members of the same alliance, or split between the other Alliances by a 50/50 die roll when attacked.

ALIGNMENT
Major Powers will Align with each other only if they are at war with the same Major power.
A Minor will Align with a Major power if at war with the same Major power, by being attacked. Or by special conditions found
either on the national reference sheets or table 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 page 22 and 23 of the rules.
Once a Minor Power Aligns with a Major It ceases to exist and becomes part of the Major including income and all units, place
Majors roundel on its Land zones. Unless it is a playable power with its own National Reference Sheet.
Alignment is given to members of the same Alliance, or split between the other Alliances by a 50/50 die roll when attacked.

(HR) NUETRAL MINOR ASSIGNMENT OF CONTROL/ALIGNMENT
This is a house rule we Initiated to equally give all 3 Alliances opportunity of Control/Alignment, increasing variety.
If there Is no Alliance at war with Aggressor, or both Alliances are at war with attacker of the attacked minor.
And no special rules dictating its future Alliance. Follow this Chart.
Decide which Alliance will gain Control/Alignment with a D12 roll:
1) Axis Attacks 1-6 given to Comintern, 7-12 given to Allies.
2) Comintern Attacks 1-6 given to Axis, 7-12 given to Allies.
3) Allies Attacks 1-6 given to Axis, 7-12 Given to Comintern.
Surviving Navy ownership after Minor was eliminated is a 3 way split per unit of a D12 roll: Attacker 1-4, Scuttled 5-8,
Controller 9-12. After the Roll replace with a unit of roll winner or remove from map if Scuttled.

MULTIPLE MODIFYERS FOR ATTACK AND DEFENSE
The Highest Modifier is always applied, either up or down.
Only 1 Modifier applies at a time to any unit.
You CAN NOT add up multiple modifiers together for doubling or canceling effects.
Some Modifiers may end and be replaced with another Modifier. Depending upon a casualty or a later turn.

CITIES
Cities are depicted on the map as a CIRCLE or SEMI-CIRCLE, signifying strategically important cities.
Cities give Defending units +1 defense on all rounds of combat.
Armour class units in a City have target selection @ 1 for all rounds.
If a City is surrounded all defenders receive -1 on all defensive rolls for all rounds.
A City is surrounded if it cannot trace a supply path to another friendly Land zone as in (Blockaded ports and no rail lines
available).
Cities count as Special Fortification area, giving fortification and Coastal Guns ability to defend in all directions as per rules of
the facility.

SPECIAL FORTAFICATION AREAS
These areas are so small Fortifications and Coastal Guns protect it from all directions.
All Islands that are not part of the Home country.
Gibraltar.
Panama Canal.
Malay.
All Cities that are signified by a CIRCLE or SEMI-CIRCLE on the map.

RIVER RULES
Rivers are shown on the map in blue. If an attacker must cross a river to reach the roundel printed on the map in the zone
River rules apply. If the river is on a border it applies to both directions.
Attacker Penalty All Land units first round only -1 attack modifier.
Attacker losses for first round must be from land units crossing river unless subject to another rule.



MOUNTAIN RULES
Mountains are printed on the map as a relief.
MOUNTAIN ZONE: is totally covered in mountains. Gives a -1 modifier to all attacking land units for all rounds of combat.
MOUNTAIN BORDERS: are on either side of the border. Attackers crossing from mountains get a -1 modifier for the first
round. Casualties are chosen from land units here first.
BLITZ: can not be done if entering, crossing or leaving a mountain zone or border.
MOUNTAIN INFANTRY: never suffer the mountain penalty instead add +1 to defense in mountains and borders. Mountain
Bonus defense all rounds in mountains or 1 round for mountain borders.

AIR, RAIL AND NAVAL TRANSPORTS
Transports may carry other units into combat. Air and Rail 1 unit any land unit. Naval 1 any land unit and 1 Infantry class.
Transported units never engage in combat During transport, but may end their move delivered to combat.
If a Transport is destroyed the units it is carrying are also destroyed.
Rail and Naval Transports stop moving at delivery of unit. Naval transports may deliver to multiple adjacent Land zones from
the same sea zone. Taken last as casualties unless target selected or by Coastal Gun for Naval.
Air Transports must return to a friendly landing Zone.
Transports may Pickup along its movement from any possible location.
You May Transport members of your Alliance, they Load on their turn move on yours and unload on their next turn.

RETREATING FROM ATTACKS
Attacking units can retreat from any round of combat instead of attacking.
Amphibiously Assaulting land units may not retreat.
LAND UNITS: All Land units must retreat to any adjacent zone that attackers came from. They do not all need to move to the
same location, but all must leave the battle at same time.
NAVAL UNITS: All Naval surface units must retreat to any adjacent zone that attackers came from. They do not all need to
move to the same location, but all must leave the battle at same time.
SUBMARINES: During any round Submarines either Attacking or Defending may submerge (retreat in same sea zone) if able
instead of rolling. Or they may retreat with the rest of the navy. May retreat separate from the rest of the unit types involved
by all submerging at same time
AIRCRAFT: May retreat Separate from other unit types, in any round instead of rolling, all Aircraft retreat at the same time.
Retreat up to remaining movement to any friendly landing zone.
DEFENDERS may never retreat except for submerging Submarines.

AIR SUPERIORITY
First round of regular combat only, Fighters on both sides fight for air superiority, if targets are available hits must go to
Aircraft. Extra hits go to other units.
Attacking Fighter Escorts and Bombers fight a round at reduced values (#) against aircraft, if enemy Aircraft are present. Only
surviving Aircraft may strategic or carpet bomb.
Fighter Interceptors scrambled by the defender will initiate an air superiority round between aircraft only, at reduced values
(#). Surviving bombers may now strategic/carpet bomb targets and AAA may fire back at bombers.

STRATEGIC/CARPET BOMBING RAID
Medium and Strategic bombers are able to bomb facilities and rail lines.
Fighters may be assigned as escorts.
Defender may assign fighters as interceptors
1 round of interception combat occurs with all aircraft involved, fighting at reduced Interception values. Depicted on the
national sheets as (#)
Surviving Bombers may now attack facilities/units and are subject to AAA in the same round, both sides will roll. All facilities
have a built in AAA. Max Damage is listed on build chart.
Damage is inflicted on the facility and AAA losses are assigned to bombers not escorting fighters.
Antiaircraft pieces are not involved these are placed to defend the troops, but may be used to defend attacks on the Rail Line
or Carpet Bombing of troops.
Rail damage in each land zone is at a Maximum of rail move and costs 1 IPP per damage to repair. If fully damaged rail may
not be used to trace a supply route. Damage affects all lines in a Land Zone.
No Land units may fire at strategic bombers except targeted facility or piece AAA, one or the other.



AIRBOURNE ASSAULT
Strategic Bombers an or Air Transports may Deliver Airborne Infantry for an Airborne Assault.
Fighters may be assigned as escorts.
Defender may assign fighters as interceptors
1 round of interception combat occurs with all aircraft involved, fighting at reduced Interception values. Depicted on the
national sheets as (#)
AAA Pieces if present fire at the Transport, Transporting bombers lost in round 1 are destroyed with their cargo. Airborne
troops then land into Combat, while Transporting aircraft now leave and fire no other attacks, except for interception.
No Defenders Except for the Intercepting fighters and AAA units may fire at these Aircraft.

AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT
Assault of Land zone from the sea, by Naval transported land units.
If there is enemy navy in the Sea Zone, Attacking navy will be split into 2 attacks. Units may not switch from one to the other
or be part of both attacks, once combat movement ends.
1) Assign navy to attack other navy. This must be won or amphibious assault will be blocked.
2) Assign units to Amphibious Assault, including supporting aircraft and Shore Bombarding navy.
Shore Bombardment is first Strike and Casualties may not fire in defence.
1)First round Attacking infantry only, with Marine type units and aircraft.
2)Second round all other units are off the transports and in the fight, if attacker still has survivors from round one landing
force, or they stay on the Transports.
Double Casualties to Amphibiously Assaulting land units in the first round unless they are marine type. 1 hit = 2 lost units.
Amphibious forces take all losses until eliminated, at which time other attacks in the same Land zone may take casualties
instead. Unless from air superiority or target selection.

SHORE BOMBARDMENT
Shore bombardment is a first strike, casualties may not fire back.
This only occurs at the start of the first round of Amphibious Assault. 1:1 ratio with attacking units.
Cruisers and Battleships may Bombard attack an adjacent Land zones facilities. This attack may not be intercepted. Roll a D6
per ship for damage, this damage is maxed at Bombardment value.
Destroyer @1
Cruiser and Light Cruiser @ 2
Battle Cruiser @ 3
Battleship @ 4
Heavy Battleship @5

DESTROYER SPECIAL ABILITY
A single destroyer counters any number of Submarines First Strike ability.
On any round If no destroyer is present at the start. First Strike is returned to Submarines of the opposite navy.

SUBMARINE SPECIAL RULES
Submarines have first strike on all rounds of combat, Attack or Defense, unless the enemy has a Destroyer present.
Submarines have target selection @1 on naval units.
Submarines may submerge on any round of combat instead of rolling an attack/defense.
May never cause a hit on any aircraft. So if no other targets are available no hits are made.
Submarines may move through naval forces and decline combat unless there is a carrier with aircraft or an aircraft on Combat
Air Patrol.
Submarines may decline combat if other units are moving through its location, not stopping them unless there is at least 1
aircraft on a carrier or on Combat Air Patrol which forces combat with the submarine. The submarine may at any time instead
force combat and stop enemy movement.

CONVOY RAIDING
Announce convoy-raiding During Combat Movement
Both sides roll a D6 each, add the modifiers from chart below. The difference between them if higher for the raider is the
amount of IPP lost on the line to the bank.
Escorting units and ASW tech make defence roll against the submarines.
Medium bombers and Sea planes may be on CAP to convoy raid.
Surface warships may convoy raid.

RAIDER MODIFIERS CONVOY MODIFIERS
+1 Costal Submarine +1 per escorting surface warship on the line
+2 Submarines +2 aircraft on CAP of the sea zone/ escorting
+4 Advanced Submarine +2 Radar Technology


